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GARCH Models: Structure, Statistical Inference and Financial ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Provides a comprehensive and updated study of GARCH models and their applications in finance, covering new developments in the discipline

	
		This book provides a comprehensive and systematic approach to understanding GARCH time series models and their applications whilst presenting the most advanced results...
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The Viking Method: Your Nordic Fitness and Diet Plan for Warrior Strength in Mind and BodyPenguin Press, 2019

	
		**The fitness and diet plan followed by NICOLE SCHERZINGER and AMANDA HOLDEN**

	
		"I love Svava's technique. In all my years of training, the Viking Method is unlike anything I have ever done" - Nicole Scherzinger

	
		"The Viking Method is an...
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Design, Automation, and Test in Europe: The Most Influential Papers of 10 Years DATESpringer, 2008
The Design, Automation and Test in Europe (DATE) conference celebrated in 2007 its tenth anniversary. As a tribute to the chip and system-level design and design technology community, this book presents a compilation of the three most influential papers of each year. This provides an excellent historical overview of the evolution of a domain that...
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Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2007


	Since the successful invention of the first Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

	system by Damadian et al. for cancer diagnosis three decades ago, the medical use of

	MRI has developed rapidly applicable to a wide range of diseases. Since the first

	attempt to image the heart with MRI in the early 1980s, extensive hardware and software...
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Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial: Learn Rails by ExampleAddison Wesley, 2010

	“Ruby on Rails™ 3 Tutorial: Learn Rails by Example by Michael Hartl has become a must read for developers learning how to build Rails apps.”


	—Peter Cooper, Editor of Ruby Inside


	 


	Using Rails 3, developers...
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Microsoft ASP.NET Programming with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET Version 2003 Step By StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
Teach yourself how to write high-performance Web applications with ASP.NET  and Visual Basic .NET 2003—one step at a time. This practical, hands-on tutorial  expertly guides you through the fundamental tools and technologies, including  the common language runtime, Web Forms, XML Web services, and the Microsoft .NET  Framework...
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jQuery 2 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	jQuery is often referred to as the 'write less, do more' JavaScript library. It allows a few clear lines of elegant, well-tested, code to replace many pages of complex hand-coded script, speeding development times and providing substantial cost savings. You will find jQuery 2 Recipes' problem-solution approach to be an excellent...
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Core JavaServer(TM) Faces, Second Edition (2nd Edition) (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
JavaServer Faces (JSF) is quickly emerging as the leading solution for rapid user interface development in Java-based server-side applications. Now, Core JavaServer™ Faces—the #1 guide to JSF—has been thoroughly updated in this second edition, covering the latest feature enhancements, the...
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Murach's JavaScript and DOM Scripting (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2009

	Want to create websites that deliver the fast response times, dynamic user interfaces, and special effects that today's users expect?


	Then this is the book for you! Whether you're just starting out in JavaScript or whether you're ready to move into DOM scripting, it gives you the skills you need. Here's how:
...
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Automotive Embedded Systems Handbook (Industrial Information Technology)CRC Press, 2008
Highlighting requirements, technologies, and business models, the Automotive Embedded Systems Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of existing and future automotive electronic systems. It presents state-of-the-art methodological and technical solutions in the areas of in-vehicle architectures, multipartner development...
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Software Testing: Concepts and Operations (Quantitative Software Engineering Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Explores and identifies the main issues, concepts, principles and evolution of software testing, including software quality engineering and testing concepts, test data generation, test deployment analysis, and software test management

	

	This book examines the principles, concepts, and processes that are fundamental to...
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How to Do Everything with Microsoft Office InfoPath 2003McGraw-Hill, 2004
Use this amazingly practical and powerful Microsoft Office application like a  pro with help from this all-inclusive guide. You’ll learn how to design and  customize electronic forms and easily integrate form data into a wide variety of  systems and applications. Create simple to complex forms and master the built-in  formatting options...
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